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Is there a limit to the number of members a scan can handle?
Is it different for different symbols (i.e. =, >,%B, RSI, ...)?
(Sometimes I'm getting unrealistic results.)

I have many very rather complicated scans which are working, but the simple scans:

[type = stock] and [%B (20,2) > 1]

[type = stock] and [%B (20,2) < 0.5]

[type = stock] and [%B (20,2) > 0.5]

etc.

Are all giving the result "COUNT: 999" (i.e. = all stocks, as the whole sample includes that many).

Only

[type = stock] and [%B x 0.5]

and

[type = stock] and [0.5 x %B]

are giving realistic and, I suppose, correct results (numbers between 0 and 999).

If I take a shorter list, though, the scan appears to be working.

The same thing happens on both of my laptops, of different makes, so it must be limitations of the site computer at
fault it seems!

Thanks and best regards!

Lorenz Funderburk

scan-limit  computer-limitations  scan  advanced-scan  number-of-stocks

Hi Lorenz,

First thing there is nothing wrong with your computers or the StockCharts site computers or database. I would say you

are getting exactly what you have asked for, however "what we asked for" and "what we thought we asked for" are
often not the same thing.

Just for background, the search engine database is a live base stored in very fast online ram memory and it includes
over 20,000 stocks with O-H-L-C-V data back about 1000 days. Note it does not include all the stocks you can
actually chart, as many of them are thinly traded and really not scanable, also that would require a much larger

database which would only be possible if the data was stored on many hard disks. However running scans on data
stored on hard disks would take many minutes or hours as compared to the few seconds it takes now from the fast
ram memory.

So for starters your simple scans which you think are not working because they are returning too many hits, are
actually working correctly. There are just that many stocks which meet your criteria.

In the case of "[type = stock] and [%B (20,2) < 0.5]" or "[type = stock] and [%B (20,2) > 0.5]", these clauses look for

stocks with a closing price below the center Bollinger Band (ie below the SMA-20), or above the center line. Thus
every stock in the entire data base will meet one or the other, so I'm not surprised that you are getting more than 999
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hits.

"Only these types are giving realistic and, I suppose, correct results (numbers between 0 and 999)"

[type = stock] and [%B x 0.5]

and

[type = stock] and [0.5 x %B]

Well here again they are giving you what you asked for, ie stocks with closing prices today crossing above or below
the BB default (20,2) centerline. So yes this list of hits will be much smaller.

When writing scans always start by understanding the indicators and formulas you are using in your scan, then use a
small price bracket, say close between $15-$20 just to reduce the hits for evaluation. Then set up a temp chart style

which highlights the criteria of your scan in a short time frame, (makes it easier to look at 20 or so charts just to check
you are getting what you think you are scanning for).

Never Never assume your scan is working as desired just because you are only getting a few hits.

Here's a couple of links to the documentation on Bollinger Bands and the BB% indicator.

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:technical_indicators:bollinger_bands

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:technical_indicators:bollinger_band_perce

Note to find the documentation on any indicator or overlay just use the link right below that section on the charting
page. "About Indicators" "About Overlays"

hope this gets you started

Gord

I think you have answered your own question ;-)

999 is the limit of results that a scan can return, so you will have to find some way to narrow your criteria. If you need

to look at that many charts you could break it down by price: stocks 1 to 10, 10 to 20, 20 to 30 etc, or introduce some
other filters that are suitable to you. Good luck.

Also your SCAN EXPRESSION can have up to 2560 characters which allows you to add many filters to your scans, to

narrow or increase your search scan results.

Your on the right track...imo

Peace.....Trade_to_Live

I use scans to narrow down the number of charts I have to look at when considering an idea. For me, looking at fewer
than 20 charts at a time is best - more than that and I start missing things. I may tweak the parameters and run a scan

over and over, but I feel that I am more attentive than if I just looked at 100 charts to start with.
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(Oct 30 '11 at 00:14)ekwong

I agree with this answer. Using those simple scans are like looking for people in a phone whose first name starts with 'A'.

You need to narrow down your search criteria further.

2

(Oct 29 '11 at 08:53)Trade_to_Live

Another point to remember is this....although your scan results may give you max 999 results...a watchlist can only hold 500
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